PRODUCT SPECIFIC LICENSE TERMS
Manage Anywhere™ Studio

IN ADDITION TO THE LICENSE TERMS SET OUT IN THE SYBASE LICENSE AGREEMENT, THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL OR DIFFERENT RIGHTS AND ACCOMPANYING OBLIGATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE PROGRAM:

Manage Anywhere Studio Components. This version of Manage Anywhere Studio includes the following components:

- Manage Anywhere Command Server
- Manage Anywhere Relay Server
- Mobile Systems Manager (v5.x and later versions only)
- Mobile Support Manager (v 5.x and later versions only)
- Mobile Discovery Manager (v 5.x and later versions only)
- Adaptive Server™ Anywhere DBMS (Client and Server version)
- Manage Anywhere Agent software (v 4.x only)
- Manage Anywhere Handheld Agent software (v 4.x only)

Notes: The listed products may not all be available on all operating systems; for example, Mobile Support Manager is not available on the Palm OS. Please check product documentation for complete product availability. Licenses for Manage Anywhere Studio components allow use of only the version purchased. For example, a license purchased for Mobile Systems Manager v5.x allows only use of the v5.x component but does not authorize the use of other versions of that component (for example, v6.x or v7.x).

For each Manage Anywhere Studio package you have licensed, you may install only one copy of the Manage Anywhere Command Server software on a single server Machine and one copy of the Manage Anywhere Relay Server software on a second single server Machine. Installation and use of the other components is as described below:

Manage Anywhere Studio v5.x and later versions. The license included with this package permits you to access the licensed version of Manage Anywhere Command Server components from one (1) Seat using the Mobile Systems Manager components on one Personal Computer and from one (1) Seat using the Mobile Systems Manager components on one handheld device. You may install the applicable client components of Mobile Systems Manager on these two seats.

Manage Anywhere Studio v4.x. The license included with this package permits you to access the Manage Anywhere Command Server components from one (1) Seat using the Agent components on one Personal Computer and from one (1) Seat using the Handheld Agent components on one handheld device. You may install one copy of the applicable Agent and Handheld Agent components on the Personal Computer and the handheld device, respectively.

Adaptive Server Anywhere. The Adaptive Server Anywhere DBMS included in the Manage Anywhere Studio package is licensed for use only with the components of Manage Anywhere Studio and may not be used separately or for any other purpose.

Deployment Licenses: Licenses to deploy additional components of Manage Anywhere Studio are available separately at additional cost. Such licenses are subject to the following additional terms and conditions:

Manage Anywhere Command Server – Each license for Manage Anywhere Command Server permits you to make and use one copy of the Manage Anywhere Command Server components on a single server machine and to access and be accessed by other licensed components of Manage Anywhere Studio.
Manage Anywhere Relay Server – Each license for Manage Anywhere Relay Server permits you to make and use one copy of the Manage Anywhere Relay Server components on a single server machine and to access and be accessed by other licensed components of Manage Anywhere Studio.

Mobile Systems Manager (v5.x and later versions only) - Each license for Manage Anywhere Mobile Systems Manager permits you to make and use one copy of the licensed version of Manage Anywhere Mobile Systems components on a single seat and to access and be accessed by other licensed components of Manage Anywhere Studio.

Mobile Support Manager (v5.x and later versions only) - Each license for Manage Anywhere Mobile Support Manager permits you to make and to use one copy of the licensed version of Manage Anywhere Mobile Support components only on a single seat and to access and be accessed by other licensed components of Manage Anywhere Studio.

Mobile Discovery Manager (v5.x and later versions only) - Each license for Manage Anywhere Mobile Discovery Manager permits you to make and use one copy of the licensed version of Manage Anywhere Mobile Discovery components only on a single seat and to access and be accessed by other licensed components of Manage Anywhere Studio.

Manage Anywhere Agent software (v 4.x only) – Each license or Manage Anywhere Agent permits you to make and use one copy of the Manage Anywhere Agent components on a single seat and to access and be accessed by other licensed components of Manage Anywhere Studio.

Manage Anywhere Handheld Agent software (v 4.x only) – Each license or Manage Anywhere Handheld Agent permits you to make and use one copy of the Manage Anywhere Handheld Agent components on a single seat and to access and be accessed by other licensed components of Manage Anywhere Studio.